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“...once learners have begun using self-access as a part of their language learning experience, they must be encouraged to engage in a process of reflection on their learning” 

-Gardner and Miller (1999)

Sinclair (1999) says to develop autonomy, learners
should be aware of...

Context:

Sample:
2nd Year Vocational School English Major students
»»One class focused on speaking and listening. (advanced)
»»One class focused on reading and writing. (low intermediate)
School:
»»Self-Access Center with abundant materials and support staff
»»Often highly directive, heavy emphasis on TOEIC.

The Learning Process
• attitudes
• beliefs
• expectations
• motivation
• needs
• learning style
• preferred learning
environment

Why Class Reflections?

From a Student Standpoint
• More attentive—have to write about it later
• Direct line of communication between Ss and teachers
»»Ask questions/request clarification
• Extended Writing Practice in L2
• Deepen understanding by recalling
From a Standpoint of Promoting Autonomy
The benefits of self-assessment given by Oscarson (1989) also apply to reflections:
• Trains Ss to evaluate the effectiveness of their communication.
• Raises awareness of the learning process/Ss think critically about
class content.
• Increase knowledge of possible goals in language learning.
• Increase motivation (Blanche, 1988).

• notice things about
themselves, their classmates
or the teacher, which could
inform future actions?

Difficulties

It should be noted that even though some of the difficulties and issues below which
may be hindering the development of autonomy may serve other useful purposes.
• Reflection in L2 – limited depth
• Responses which simply state what was done chronologically
• Irrelevant, unfocused or content based comments
»»Ss may not clearly understand the purpose
• Interpreting comments requires knowledge of the Ss, common
grammatical/word errors based on L1, and some inference.
• Autonomy → Capacity—not observable behaviour (Holic, 1981;
Sinclair, 1999)

• “it’s not good to put too much pressure on myself because I can’t relax...
when I enjoy speaking English, I can relax and speak smoothly.”
• “I’ve seen Daiki at ECL sometimes and I talked to him today. He’s already
fluent in English. I think the endeavor to to often be at ECL results in his
good speaking. And then I thought I should try to go to ECL more.”

• “I’m shy so I decided to change my mind. I want to say answers. But some
classmates don’t say answers...Next class I’ll try to say my answers.”
• “I realized in my grammar of speaking, Be verb is often used. I want to use
• use metalanguage or other
not-be-verbs and I should use it.”
perspectives to describe their
experience?
• “I think learning vocabularies and grammar lead to speaking skills.”
• “First we studied pronunciation. It was difficult for me, so could you teach it
again?”
• ask substantive questions?
• “I usually hear everyone say, “should” but how about “ought to”? Do you
use that phrase? Why does English have more than 2 words that have the
same meaning?
• give a plan with rationale for
learning or improving skills?

Final Reflection Activity Samples--One completed in L1 and and one completed in L2 from the same
class

Reflection samples from previous years

Would reflections done in L1 be more valuable for students?
»» Would the potential gain in autonomy outweigh the linguistic benefits of using L2? Or merely
compromise the ‘English Only’ classroom environment?
How to encourage deeper reflection?
»» More direct feedback on responses throughout the course
»» More instruction about the purpose of reflection at the beginning of the course.
»» More opportunities to make decisions about their learning within the classroom.

Themselves as Learners
• activity
evaluation
• strategy
evaluation
• self-assessment
• goal-setting
• monitoring
• organizing

My Adapted Criteria for Assessing Class Reflections (based on Sinclair, 1999)
Can students:
*unedited student comments
• “Debate is difficult for me, I think again. Even if I can explain in Japanese,
• identify their own strengths
difficult would be no change, so I have to have extensive knowledge to
and weaknesses?
debate.”
• “The new game ‘Taboo’ was really fun. It is so difficult because I can’t say
the words that I want to say to explain.”
• express their thoughts or
• “Today’s class is a little bored. Because today’s class spended of time for
feelings toward an activity
Reading. I hate reading and not good at reading. And one more reason is a
and why?
lot of classmates don’t come to class, so I’m sad because I wanna talk alot
with everyone!”
• “The word explain was the most like activate[activity], I think. Because, if
• identify the purpose of an
activity, it’s potential benefits, we want to explain to someone who is foreigner, we explain like that game.“
or situations in which it
• “When we did the game that we couldn’t use ‘think’, I thought the game is
might be useful?
really good for me. Because I consider trying to use another vocabulary.
• “Before , I couldn’t use this grammar well but, from today I can use it.”
• connect classroom
experiences to past
• “I watched ‘Sponge Bob’. I thought it was easy, compare with last year. I
experiences?
could hear English conversation.”
• “I could discuss it because I have knowledge about sports. What I want to
say is preparation is very important when we discuss something.”
• identify why class activities
went well or didn’t go well for • “I don’t know Japanese fairy story...I like to study in English magazine.
them and why?
I think magazine is interesting. but it was difficult for me. Especially
questions about fairy story.”

From a Teacher Standpoint
• Direct line of communication between Ss and teachers
»»Motivating
»»Strengthen rapport – esp. if teachers respond in some way
• Action Research – “active ongoing attempt to be more informed
and efficient as a teacher...”(Murphey, 1993)
»»Inform Class Planning/Decisions  
»»Adjust Content/Practices
»»Clarify Points of Confusion

Questions & Ideas for Future Research

The English Language
• language awareness
• systems
• varieties
• similarities
and differences
between L1 and L2
• social appropriacy
• pragmatics
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